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Who am I?

• Mathematics BA, Cambridge

• PhD in mathematics, Chicago - MATLAB
• Postdoc in protein synthesis, Chicago – R, python
• PI Studying RNA processing in fungi, Edinburgh

• Biological data scientist? Quantitative Biologist? 
Systems Biologist? RNA Biologist? Mycologist?

• I work with many kinds of biological data
– sequences, RNA-seq, qPCR, proteomics, …



Estimates of cotranscriptional splicing, or splicing speed, mostly agree. 
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Intron-containing ribosomal protein transcripts (blue) tend to be spliced faster and more 
cotranscriptionally, compared to nonribosomal transcripts (red). 
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Comparison of SMIT and NET-seq profiles along individual genes, plotted in genomic co-
ordinates. 
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Why R? I wanted to use data from this 
paper to plan an experiment:
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Why R? I wanted to use data from this 
paper to plan an experiment:

• R does not involve lots of pointing and clicking
• R works on data of all shapes and sizes
• R code is great for reproducibility
• R is interdisciplinary and extensible
• Great statistics packages (regression, clustering, …)

• R has a large and welcoming community
• Not only is R free, but it is also open-source and cross-

platform



R produces high-quality graphics that 
help me understand data quickly



There are many places to get help:

• Data Carpentry: 
http://www.datacarpentry.org/R-ecology-lesson/

• R for Data Science, Garrett Grolemund and 
Hadley Wickham: http://r4ds.had.co.nz/

• Fundamentals of Data Visualization, Claus Wilke: 
http://serialmentor.com/dataviz/

• Stack Overflow: 
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/tagged/r

• Your local R group: http://edinbr.org/



Key ideas for this workshop

• Organize your workspace

• Basic elements of R (objects, functions, …)

• Starting with data

• Manipulating data frames

• Visualizing data - tomorrow
• Live coding, stop me if you have questions.

Lesson website here:
http://www.datacarpentry.org/R-ecology-lesson/


